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Abstract

 This paper looks at two dance forms played for by pipe and tabor - a morris dance “My Lord of 
Sherborne's Jig” and the cinque pace galliard or tourdion.

 It examines taboring for these dances, and possible relationships between them.



An Introduction to Cinque Pace

 Cinque pace was a dance form popular in 16th century Europe.

 It was prominent enough in England for Shakespeare's Beatrice to mention it in Much Ado About 
Nothing:

       "wooing, wedding, and repenting is as a Scotch jig, a measure, and a cinquepace. The first suit is 
hot and hasty like a Scotch jig, and full as fantastical; the wedding, mannerly modest as a 
measure, full of state and ancientry; and then comes repentance, and with his bad legs falls into 
the cinquepace faster and faster till he sink into his grave."

 Arbeau's Orchesography of 1588 France has descriptions of the cinque pace dance forms the 
galliard and the tourdion. Arbeau says “there is no difference except that the tourdion is danced 
low..and the galliard is danced high..slower”.  The cinque pace rhythm has 6 beats, of which the 
4th propels the dancer into the air to land “in cadence” on beats 5 and 6 placing one weight-
bearing foot on beat 5 and the other foot on beat 6 in “posture”.



Early References to Cinque Pace

 Pierre Attaingnant published several tourdions in his first publication of collected dances in 1530, 
which contains a basse dance entitled "La Magdalena" with a following tourdion.

 At about the same time as Attaignant, also in France, Antoine Arena mentions the tourdion as a 
vigorous dance performed after the basse danse, but there are no cinque pace choreographies 
until the late 16th century.

 The Gresley manuscript of John Banys c.1500, Derbyshire, has no obvious dance with a title like 
"Tourdion" or "Galliard". It does not mention “morris” or “moresk”, but has dances containing 
leaps such as Prenes a Gard which can be interpreted in a style such as 15th century Italian 
where leaping was not typical, perhaps including some style from the “Almain leap” from Inns of 
Court manuscripts, or in a morris/moresk style where leaping and vigour is known to have been a 
major feature from accounts and pictures. The Rose Moresk in the early 21st century successfully 
performed  Gresley dances in a moresk style based on choreography research by the present 
author, but there was no cinque pace.



Cinque Pace at its Height
 Don John of Austria decided to inspire his galleys at the battle of Lepanto against the Turks in 

1571 by dancing a galliard on the desk of his ship. He won the battle, which decisively turned the 
tide against the Turkish onslaught on Christian Europe.

 Queen Elizabeth I and the "dancing English" were commented on by foreign diplomats, who were 
impressed by the ability of the court to dance galliards, whose power echoed the power of the 
nation.

 Galliards also became very popular as sophisticated music, seemingly somewhat removed from 
the original dance context, played on instruments such as the lute.

 Arbeau's Orchesography of 1588 France devoted many pages to galliard and tourdion steps, 
including very helpful pictures of the vigorous steps . Arbeau also describes pipe and tabor at 
some length, clearly viewing it as important, and devotes many pages to taboring for a basse 
dance and a pavan as examples of taboring rhythms.

 Pipe and tabor playing was at its peak in the English Court under Henry VIII, and then was 
prominent in English stage productions up to Will Kemp's Nine Daies Wonder morris dance from 
London to Norwich in 1600, played for by Thomas Sly the taborer.



Cinque Pace Decline

 References to the cinque pace decline and then disappear in the 17th century.



My Lord of Sherborne's Jig - Background

 James Simpson, the taborer, played for the morris in Sherborne, Gloucestershire until his death 
in 1856.  On 15 November 1855, his daughter Sarah Anne married William Search who was 
perceived locally as, 'a great [morris] dancer; it was said that he used to caper on to a chair and 
over the back of it and bring in his steps as nice as could be.' Other taborers are mentioned after 
James Simpson. 

 Sherborne had a great morris reputation, and the collector Cecil Sharp, active in Sherborne 
between 1906 and 1909, stated “I gather that the Sherborne men must at one time have held a 
leading position among the Morris dancers in that part of the country.” 



My Lord of Sherborne's Jig
 
 My Lord of Sherborne's Jig (otherwise known as The Sherborne Jig) was collected by Sharp. The 

dance is a jig for two dancers. The A music is standard Sherborne stepping such as foot up with 
2 double steps and a shuffle back feet together jump (repeat), nothing to do with cinque pace. 
The B music is, however, in cinque pace rhythm and uses cinque pace steps, which happen to be 
steps used in Sherborne - capers, fore capers and upright capers - which are executed to a non-
cinque pace rhythm in all other Sherborne dances they appear in. In My Lord of Sherborne's Jig, 
the capers, fore capers and upright capers each have an extra step inserted to fit the cinque pace 
rhythm. They are followed by a shuffle which is not a cinque pace step.

 Lionel Bacon's “A Handbook of Morris Dancing” gives the following:
 



My Lord of Sherborne's Jig - Music

      Here is the music from Lionel Bacon's “A Handbook of Morris Dancing”, with the B music giving 4 
pairs of 3 / 4 bars. The first 3 pairs are for the Sherborne equivalent of 3 galliard tricks (a trick is a 
term used in the Inns of Court for showing off a set of cinque pace steps ending in cadence):



The Fore Caper in Arbeau Cinque Pace Terms
SHERBORNE ARBEAU TABOR 

Raise foot                                                                                                    To the step

Heel                                                                                                               To the step
Heel                                                                                                               To the step

Spring                                                                                                            Powerful lift
 (which includes landing with feet in cadence                                                To the step
 to posture)                                                                                                    To the step



The Upright Caper in Arbeau Cinque Pace Terms
SHERBORNE ARBEAU TABOR 

Cross feet   To the step
Cross feet                                                                                                               To the step
Cross feet                                                                                                               To the step

Split jump                                                                                                                Powerful lift

 

(generally danced landing feet together
but might be danced landing with feet in cadence                                                  To the step
to posture which arguably fits the music better)                                                      To the step



Conclusion

 There is a remarkable correspondence of steps between the Morris My Lord of Sherborne's Jig 
performed in the late 19th or early 20th century and since, and Galliard or Tourdion cinque pace 
steps as described by Arbeau in 1588. They would both have been danced to the pipe and tabor, 
and would require similar taboring to give the dancer lift at the same points. 

 Here are some possibilities:

POSSIBLE CAUSE OF SIMILARITY EVIDENCE FOR THIS 
POSSIBLE CAUSE?

Randomness No

Common ancestor of each No

Morris influenced Galliard / Tourdion No

Galliard /  Tourdion influenced Morris No

Pipe and tabor influenced Morris and Galliard / Tourdion No

Morris and Galliard / Tourdion was performed in the same area 
and the same period of history, to pipe and tabor music, to 
impress 

Yes
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